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Abstract

Fairness is a crucial non-functional requirement of modern software systems
that rely on the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make decisions regard-
ing our daily lives in application domains such as justice, healthcare and
education. In fact, these algorithms can exhibit unwanted discriminatory
behaviours that create unfair outcomes when the software is used, such as
giving privilege to one group of users over another (e.g., males vs. females).
Mitigating algorithmic bias during the development life cycle of AI-enabled
software is crucial given that any bias in these algorithms is inherited by
the software systems using them. However, previous work has shown that
mitigating bias can impact the performance of such systems. Therefore, we
propose herein a novel use of soft computing for improving AI-enabled soft-
ware fairness. Specifically, we exploit multi-objective search, as opposed to
previous work optimising fairness only, to strike an optimal balance between
reducing gender bias and improving semantic correctness of word embed-
ding models, which are at the core of many AI-enabled systems. To assess
the effectiveness of our proposal, we carry out a thorough empirical study
based on the most recent best practice for the evaluation of search-based ap-
proaches and AI-enabled software. We explore seven different search-based
approaches, and benchmark them against both baseline and state-of-the-art
approaches applied to a popular and widely used word embedding model,
namely Word2Vec. Our results show that multi-objective search out-
performs single-objective search, and generates word embeddings that are
strictly better than the original ones in both objectives, bias and semantic
correctness, for all investigated cases. Additionally, our approach generates
word embeddings of higher semantic correctness than those generated by
using state-of-the-art techniques in all cases, while also achieving a higher
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degree of fairness in 67% of the cases. These findings show the feasibility and
effectiveness of multi-objective search as a tool for engineers to incorporate
fair and accurate word embedding models in their AI-enabled systems.

Keywords: Software Fairness, Search-Based Software Engineering, Gender
Bias, Word Embeddings

1. Introduction

Fairness in software systems aims to provide algorithms that operate in a
non-discriminatory manner [1], with respect to protected attributes such as
gender, race, or age.1

Ensuring fairness is a crucial non-functional property of modern software
systems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], especially those that rely on Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to make decisions that can dra-
matically affect peoples’ lives such as criminal justice [7, 8], finance [9], and
recruitment [10]. For example, it has been found that software systems used
for recidivism assessment in justice courts are more likely to falsely label
black defendants as future criminals at almost twice the rate as white defen-
dants [7]. Also, software systems used by companies for job advertisement
and recruitment have often shown gender bias against women [10, 11].

In this paper, we propose a novel use of soft computing to mitigate gender
bias in word embedding models.

Word embeddings have rapidly become an all-purpose tool serving a va-
riety of day-to-day tasks (e.g., item recommendations [12, 13], spam detec-
tion [14] and web search [15, 16]), as well as Software Engineering (SE) tasks,
such as sentiment analysis [17], bug report recommendation [18] and infor-
mation retrieval for API documents [19].

A word embedding model is a representation of words trained from unan-
notated text corpora, where words with a similar meaning have a similar
vector representation. Training word embedding models does not only re-
quire a large amount of data, which is often time consuming and resource
expensive, but, just like any model that requires training, these models are
also prone to inherit possible stereotypical social biases present in the training

1Protected attributes are those qualities, traits or characteristics that, by law, cannot
be discriminated against.
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corpora [20, 21]. Blindly using pre-trained word embedding models, with-
out considering underlying biases, can lead to problems, which have been
already detected in various software applications, such as multi-label clas-
sification [22] and co-reference resolution [23]. The problem is exacerbated
by the wide adoption of open-source word embedding models pre-trained on
vast corpora, such as news [24] and encyclopedia [25]. These are often quite
easy and inexpensive to use, which leads to any underlying biases to quickly
spread across a wide range of software applications. For example, Bolukbasi
et al. [20] showed that a popular word embedding model pre-trained on news
articles exhibited a bias towards gender, as it learned the analogy that “man
to computer programmer” is the same as “woman to homemaker”. It is ob-
vious to see why it would be problematic to use such a model for information
retrieval in job application processes, as male names, which are closer to
−−→man than −−−−→woman, would have a higher similarity to the job of a computer
programmer than female names would. Thus, it is of great importance to
remove or at least mitigate any existing bias in pre-trained word embedding
models before using them. Nonetheless, achieving fairness has a cost [26].
Bias mitigation approaches can damage the performance of a machine learner
while making it fair. This is known as the accuracy-fairness trade-off.

While various techniques have been proposed to mitigate gender bias
in word embeddings [20, 22, 27, 28], they have all focused on reducing
bias only. Therefore, we propose the use of a novel multi-objective soft
computing approach to reduce gender bias while simultaneously improving
the semantic correctness of word embeddings. Specifically, our proposal is
based on the use of search-based approaches to automatically adapt pre-
trained word embedding models to strike an optimal trade-off between gender
bias and semantic correctness, whereas previous work only sought to reduce
gender bias [20, 29, 30, 31].

To assess the effectiveness of our proposal, we design and experiment
with several local (i.e., single state-based) and global (i.e., population-based)
search techniques (e.g., Tabu Search, Hill Climbing, Genetic Algorithms)
to optimise a popular and widely used word embedding model, namely
Word2Vec (W2V), pre-trained on Google news articles [24], with six dif-
ferent pairs of train-test data based on two publicly available and widely-used
datasets (namely, WEATs [21] and MEN [32]). We benchmark our approach
with the original pre-trained W2V model and state-of-the-art debiasing ap-
proaches (i.e., Hard Debiasing [20] and Linear Projection [29]).

Our findings show that both, local and global single-objective search ap-
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proaches optimising word embeddings for gender bias solely, produce, on
average, models that are less biased than the original pre-trained ones in
67% of the cases (p-value<0.01 ). However, such a notable improvement in
fairness comes at the cost of reducing the semantic correctness of the models
in 89% of the cases. On the other hand, we find that using multi-objective
search not only allows us to prevent such a detrimental effect but also pro-
duces word embeddings that are always strictly better than the original ones
in both objectives, bias and correctness. In particular, both the use of a
single weighted function and the use of a Pareto-optimal approach, lead to
solutions with a significantly better bias vs. correctness trade-off than those
of the original pre-trained models. They are also able to improve their se-
mantic correctness in all cases, as opposed to the state-of-the-art debiasing
models, while also achieving a higher fairness than the state-of-the-art in
67% of the cases.

Our results suggest that our approach can be adopted by engineers, who
rely on language models in their software systems, in order to automatically
incorporate fairness into the development of AI-enabled systems based on
word embeddings. Additionally, since we apply multi-objective optimisation,
fairness does not come at the cost of correctness of the language model and,
therefore, the engineers can create fairer software without the downside of
sacrificing performance by using the approach we propose herein.
To summarise, the main contributions of our paper are:

- the formulation of the pre-trained word embedding adaptation and de-
biasing problem as a search-based problem;

- the proposal of a multi-objective evolutionary genetic algorithm to re-
duce gender bias and increase semantic correctness, simultaneously;

- a thorough empirical study to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal
by benchmarking it with random search, local and global search (either
single- and multi-objective), and state-of-the-art bias mitigation ap-
proaches [20, 29], in order to adapt a popular pre-trained word embed-
ding model (i.e., W2V [24]) on six different training-testing datasets,
which are publicly available and widely-used in the literature [21, 32].

We also make the scripts and data used in our study publicly available
online [33] to allow for replication and extension of our work.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work on software fairness, and the adaptation and debiasing of word em-
beddings. Section 3 presents the word embedding adaptation problem as a
search-based problem, and our proposed approach to tackle it. The design
of our empirical study is described in Section 4 and its results are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Realising Fair Software

Software fairness is a growing concern for those engineers realizing AI-
enabled software. In their FSE’18 vision paper, Brun and Meliou [34] advo-
cate for novel strategies to achieve fairness during the development life-cycle
of such systems. In fact, for software systems that rely on AI, the design of
fairness-aware algorithms that can produce fair models is critical [1, 34], as
these models are widely used in software systems.

This is a challenging task as fairness often comes at the cost of other im-
portant properties such as classifier accuracy or model correctness [35, 36, 37].
Therefore, recent work has explored the power of multi-objective optimisa-
tion to account for these multiple competing objectives. We focus below
on the description of such work and the comparison with ours, whereas we
refer the reader to existing surveys on algorithmic bias mitigation meth-
ods [6, 38, 39, 40].

The FSE’20 work by Chakraborty et al. [41] has shown how to integrate
bias mitigation into the design of classification ML models. Specifically, they
proposed a multi-objective approach for hyperparameter tuning of Logistic
Regression to optimise for both fairness and accuracy. Their results show
that one can achieve fairness without highly reducing the accuracy of the
classification model.

This work inspired us to investigate the use of multi-objective optimi-
sation to integrate bias mitigation into the software development life-cycle
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods such as word embeddings.
The results of our empirical study (see Section 5) show that our proposed ap-
proach is able to optimise both, fairness and correctness, of pre-trained word
embeddings. Therefore, suggesting that multi-objective search is suitable not
only to optimise the fairness of traditional classification approaches [41], but
also those of more advanced NLP ones like word embeddings.
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A different use of multi-objective optimisation to address software fair-
ness, can be found in the software requirements domain. Finkelstein et al. [42]
have been the first to utilise multi-objective optimisation to mitigate bias in
user requirements prioritisation when realising software systems. For exam-
ple, some customers may wish to receive equal spend from the developers,
while others may prefer to receive an equal number of their desired require-
ments compared to other customers.

Some empirical studies have also been carried out to gain more insights
on the trade-off between software fairness and performance of AI-enabled
systems. Hort et al. [43] proposed Fairea, a benchmarking approach for
comparing the effectiveness of bias mitigation methods for binary classifica-
tion, which takes into account and aims at quantifying the trade-off between
accuracy and fairness. Biswas and Rajan [44] carried out a large empirical
evaluation of fairness and mitigations of real-world crowd-sourced ML mod-
els. They pointed out that trade-offs between accuracy and fairness measures
exist and should be considered when deploying bias mitigation methods. To
improve the fairness-performance trade-off for ML models, Chen et al. [45]
used an ensemble approach, which combined models trained for different ob-
jectives (i.e., fairness and performance metrics). Hort and Sarro [46] showed
that while bias of ML models can be reduced, this can come at the cost of
losing the ability to differentiate between desired features.

2.2. Adapting Word Embeddings

Pre-trained word embeddings are the embeddings learned in a given task
but which can be used for solving another task. Research has been conducted
on the evaluation and improvement of such pre-trained word embeddings at
a post-processing stage, in order to improve their correctness when used in
a domain different from the one they were trained for. This is often referred
to as word embedding adaptation. The majority of the adaptation methods
are based on counter-fitting [47, 48, 49, 50], an adaptation method proposed
by Mrkšić et al. [47]. Other adaptation approaches include manifold learn-
ing, graph-based techniques, etc. [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Our proposed
approach is different from previous ones as they aim at adapting pre-trained
word embeddings to different domains, therefore only improving their cor-
rectness, while our approach aims at adapting pre-trained word embeddings
to simultaneously enhance their fairness and correctness by exploiting the
power of multi-objective search.
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2.3. Debiasing Word Embeddings

In order to improve algorithm fairness, three types of approaches can
be applied: pre-processing, in-processing and post-processing. We refer the
reader to the literature review by Sun et al. [58] for further details on tech-
niques including the debiasing of training corpora (pre-processing) and debi-
asing by adjusting algorithms (in-processing). In the following, we focus on
post-processing debiasing methods for word embeddings as our work belongs
to this category.

Post-processing bias methods mitigate bias after a model has been trained.
To reduce gender bias, Bolukbasi et al. [20] proposed the following Hard De-
biasing (HD) post-processing method: They first identified a gender subspace
and then proceeded to neutralise it, ensuring that the performance on the
evaluation tasks is maintained. To determine the gender subspace, they iden-

tified a gender direction g ∈ Rd by combining several directions (e.g.,
−→
she−

−→
he,

−−−−→woman − −−→man). This approach has however been criticised to have several
shortcomings [59] and alternative approaches have been sought to overcome
them. To this end, Dev and Phillips [29] debiased word embeddings by using
a linear projection along the gender direction, whereas, Lauscher et al. [31]
adjusted the linear projection by using an alternative projecting approach
and a neural network to learn word vectors transformation. Instead, Kaneko
and Bollegala [60] proposed the use of an autoencoder to remove biases from
pre-trained word embeddings. Shin et al. [61] proposed a latent disentan-
glement method to obtain gender-neutralised word embeddings. Ravfogel et
al. [30] presented an Iterative Null-space Projection (INLP) method. Instead
of specifying a gender direction, as done by Bolukbasi et al. [20], INLP learns
this direction with a linear classifier and removes it by iteratively projecting
the word embeddings on their null-space. Kaneko and Bollegala [62] debiased
pre-trained word embeddings with the use of dictionaries.

In this work, we take a different route to mitigate bias in word embed-
dings. Unlike the proposals described above, which checked for potential
degradation in the semantic correctness of word embeddings after debias-
ing [20, 29, 30, 31, 61], our approach is the first to incorporate semantic
correctness in the debiasing procedure. Moreover, we aim to reduce bias
by adapting all vectors in their entirety instead of focusing the adaptation
on particular vector components. Existing approaches have mainly sought
to debias word embeddings by removing biased portions of the data or the
gender direction in pre-trained embeddings. Whereas, our work is the first
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to formulate word embedding adaptation and debiasing as an optimisation
problem and to propose the use of multi-objective search-based approaches
in order to automatically optimise the original pre-trained model by simul-
taneously minimising its bias and maximising its semantic correctness. Such
search techniques have the advantage of being applied to various optimisa-
tion problems (e.g., are not restricted to convex solution spaces). Moreover,
unlike previously proposed techniques, the multi-objective nature of our pro-
posed approach, which explores various trade-offs and allows for both bias
and correctness to be optimised simultaneously, gives the engineers the ad-
vantage of choosing the most suitable solution according to the problem they
are tackling (i.e., more importance to correctness or fairness). The results of
our empirical study show that using a multi-objective approach does not only
reduce bias but also improves the semantic correctness of the original model,
as opposed to the results achieved in previous work which only reduces bias.

3. Mitigating Word Embedding Bias as a Search-based Problem

In this section we explain our proposal to formulate the problem of adapt-
ing and debiasing pre-trained word embeddings as an optimisation search-
based problem, where the pre-trained model can be iteratively optimised
aiming at minimising bias (single-objective formulation) [55], or at minimis-
ing bias and also maximising its correctness (bi-objective formulation). Both
local and global search, can be applied to tackle either the single- and bi-
objective problem formulation.

3.1. Word Embedding Models

Given a text corpora, word embedding models are trained on co-occurrences
of words in an underlying text in order to learn semantically similar words
appearing in similar contexts. Word embedding models represent words w
as vectors of dimensionality d: −→wϵRd.2 Furthermore, they can be used to
display and investigate relationships of words [63] as in the example below,
which shows that the male/female relationship is learned and models are able
to represent the analogy between “man-king” and “woman-queen”:

−−→man−−−−−→woman ≈
−−→
king −−−−→queen (1)

2The dimension of a vector space V is the cardinality (i.e. the number of vectors) of a
basis of V over its base field.
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Different pre-trained word embedding models can be devised based on
different approaches and corpora [24, 25, 64]. Among the most popular, we
find the one by Mikolov et al. [24], who built a W2V model pre-trained on
Google news articles, the GloVe ones [25], which were trained on corpora
from different domains, including Twitter, Wikipedia or Common Crawl,3

and fastText [64], which provides pre-trained models for 157 languages.4

3.2. Solution Representation

After training a word embedding model on a given text corpora, the
semantically similar words appearing in similar contexts will be represented
by similar word vectors. Given that our goal is to de-bias such pre-trained
models, we aim at changing these vectors to adjust for unfair similarity values
learnt from biased data. Thus, a solution to our problem −→s is a vector of
real numbers of the same length as the vector of the original pre-trained
model −→w (e.g., in the empirical study presented in Section 4, −→s is a vector
of size 300 as the original pre-trained W2V vector length is 300). Such a
vector will be used to modify each of the existing word vectors −→w in order to
recompute and adapt the word vectors constituting the original pre-trained
word embedding. This results in an adapted set able to minimise bias and
maximise accuracy (according to the fitness function explained in Section
3.4). Specifically, vector multiplication between −→s and −→w is used to this
end. A word vector −→w is multiplied by a solution vector −→s , of the same size,

element by element. The result is a modified word vector
−→
w′ = −→w ◦−→s . This

procedure is applied to every word vector of a word embedding model.

3.3. Initialization and Neighbor Creation

The first step of any search algorithm is to randomly generate an initial
solution from a set of possible solutions. One can start with a single solution
(local search, also known as single state-based search) or multiple solutions
(global search, also known as population-based search).

An initial solution −→s to our problem is obtained by adding a small uni-

form noise vector (
−−−→
noise) to a vector of all ones (

−→
1 ) as follows:

−→s =
−→
1 +

−−−→
noise (2)

3These models are available at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
4https://fasttext.cc/
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We use −→s =
−→
1 as a base vector because a multiplication by a vector of

ones’ does not warrant any changes. In case of a set of n solutions, the above
step is repeated n times in order to initialise each of the solutions in the set.

The next step is to evolve such initial solution(s) towards better ones. To
this end, “neighborhood” solutions are iteratively created, and the “good-
ness” of each solution is evaluated according to one or more objective (i.e.,
fitness) functions. As vectors have continuous values, it is not feasible to gen-
erate and explore all possible neighbors to search for the best one. Therefore,
we consider and evaluate different strategies for neighbor creation, as follows:

1. Noise value: adding a small noise value to a single element of −→s to
create a new neighbor solution −→sn;

2. Noise vector : adding a small uniform noise vector, in the range [−0.02, 0.02]
to −→s to create a new neighbor solution −→sn;

3. Inversion: inverting the change of an element in contrast to
−→
1 (e.g.,

1.05− > 0.95 (1 + (1− 1.05)) to create a new neighbor solution −→sn;

4. Swap: Swapping two elements of −→s to create a new neighbor solution
−→sn.

In our empirical study (see Section 4-5), we experiment with each of the
above methods for neighbor creation. In Section 4.5, we describe the method
that was used in combination with the search algorithms investigated in our
study.

3.4. Fitness Function

The fitness function determines how fit (i.e., good) a candidate solution
is for the problem at hand. Such a function is applied by assigning a score
to each solution. The probability that a solution will be selected for the
subsequent iteration is based on its score (i.e., the score measures the ability
of a solution to compete with others).

In this work we are interested in minimising the gender bias of word
embedding models and maximising their semantic correctness. Therefore,
given a solution −→s to our problem, we need to define two fitness functions:
one to compute its gender bias and one to compute its semantic correctness.

In order to evaluate gender bias of a word embedding model, we define
the bias fitness function based on the Word Embedding Association Tests
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(WEATs) [21] (Equation 3), which analyze the similarity of two sets of target
words with two sets of attribute words.

We adapt the WEAT test statistic t to compute the bias [21] as follows:

bias(−→x ) = t(T,A,B) =
∑
xϵT

|sw(x,A,B)| (3)

sw(w,A,B) = meanaϵAcos(
−→w ,−→a )−meanbϵBcos(

−→w ,
−→
b ) (4)

where T = X
⋃

Y is a union of both target sets. A and B are attribute
sets of identical size. t(T,A,B) computes the test statistic and sw(w,A,B)
calculates the difference in similarity of attribute sets to a word w. As a

result, the vectors −→w ,−→a ,
−→
b are obtained from the same word embedding

model and have the dimensionality d (Rd). For example, the W2V model
pre-trained on news articles exhibits the following similarity (according to
cosine similarity), between the words Amy and John, and the target attribute
family:

sim(Amy, family) = 0.17

sim(John, family) = 0.09

which is clearly biased towards gender since a female name (i.e., Amy) has a
higher similarity to the attribute family than a male name (i.e., John) has.
On the other hand, using our proposed approach, we are able to generate a
de-biased model showing balanced similarities:

sim(Amy, family) = 0.09

sim(John, family) = 0.08

Further details on the WEAT datasets used in our empirical study are pro-
vided in Section 4.3.

In order to evaluate the semantic correctness of word embeddings, we
use a semantic fitness function (Equation 5) based on the word similarity
method [65], which is widely used in previous work [29, 20, 53]. This is an
intrinsic evaluation method, where the semantic score is calculated based on
the correlation of human judged similarity with the one predicted by the word
embedding model. In other words, given a list of word pairs, humans deter-
mine their similarity (e.g., “bread” and “chair” receive a similarity score of
0.14 on a scale from 0-1, with 1 indicating identical). Then, word embedding
models are used to compute similarities (using cosine similarity) on the same
list of word pairs. The more the word embedding results resemble human
judgement, the better. To compute the correlation between word embedding
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results and human judgment, we used the Spearman’s ρ rank correlation co-
efficient [66] as done in previous work [55, 65, 67, 68], and the MEN data [32].
The definition of the semantic fitness function is as follows:

semantic(−→x ) = ρ = 1− 6
∑

d2i
n(n2 − 1)

(5)

where d is the pairwise distances of the ranks of the word pairs according
to MEN and the word embedding model; n is the number of samples. The
ρ correlation coefficient ranges between −1 and 1, which indicates a perfect
inverse and direct correlation, respectively. Further details on the MEN data
used in our empirical study are provided in Section 4.4

3.5. Handling Multiple Objectives

Given that one of our goals is to investigate whether we could use search-
based approaches to simultaneously optimise both semantic correctness (Equa-
tion 5) and gender bias (Equation 3), we combine these two objectives into
a single weighted fitness function, as follows:

f(−→x ) = w1 ∗ semantic(−→x )− w2 ∗ bias(−→x ) (6)

where w1, w2 are adjustable weights that sum up to 1 and −→x is a solution
vector. Solutions aim at maximising semantic correctness while minimising
gender bias.

Another approach to handle multiple objectives is to measure them on
orthogonal scales and to evaluate them for Pareto-optimality [69], which
states that “a solution x1 dominates another solution x2 if it is not worse
in all objectives than x2 and better in at least one”. Any multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm, such as the NSGA-II algorithm [70], can be used to
rank solutions based on Pareto-optimality.

The first approach, which we call Weighted Sum Method, generates a
single optimal solution, while approaches based on Pareto-optimality produce
a set of equally viable, non-dominated solutions. In our paper we investigate
and compare the effectiveness of both approaches to simultaneously optimise
the two objectives of improving semantic correctness and reducing gender
bias.
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4. Empirical Study Design

In this section, we outline the design of the experiments we carry out to
investigate the effectiveness of search-based approaches for optimising word
embedding models with regards to gender bias and semantic correctness.

4.1. Research Questions

In order to evaluate whether search-based approaches are able to optimise
and adapt pre-trained word embedding models, we first investigate their
ability to minimise gender bias, which motivates our first research question:

RQ1. Single-Objective Optimisation: Are search-based
approaches able to reduce word embeddings gender bias?

To answer this question, we investigate the ability of three single objec-
tive search-based approaches (i.e., Hill Climbing, Tabu Search and Genetic
Algorithm) to reduce the gender bias of a popular pre-trained word embed-
ding model (i.e., W2V). A description of W2V is given in Section 4.2, while
the search algorithms and their settings are described in Section 4.5. As
our approach is the first to use meta-heuristic search to debias pre-trained
word embedding models, we benchmark it against both the original pre-
trained word embedding model and a word embedding model obtained via
Random Search. We compute the gender bias of the original pre-trained
W2V model as a baseline (we refer to it as Base from now on) as we ex-
pect search algorithms to at least maintain the original performances. We
use Random Search (RS) as it is the recommended baseline for search-based
approaches when there is no comparable state-of-the-art for the problem at
hand [71, 72, 73, 74], as in our case.

Gender bias is an important aspect of word embeddings but it is not the
only one. The semantic correctness of these models is crucial to guarantee
meaningful semantic structure in the respective vector spaces [75]. Therefore,
even if we find that search-based approaches are able to minimise gender bias,
we need to carefully check whether this negatively impacts their semantic
correctness. Indeed, previous work, which proved the effectiveness of single-
objective search for various software engineering tasks, has also observed a
detrimental effect on other objectives of interest, including software fairness
(see e.g., [41, 76]). This motivates our second research question:

RQ2. Detrimental Effects: Does optimising gender bias reduce
the semantic correctness of word embeddings?
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To answer this question, we investigate whether the semantic correctness
of the models produced in RQ1 differs from the correctness of the original
pre-trained word embedding model.

Since single-objective search-based approaches for reducing gender bias
might negatively affect semantic correctness, our third and last research ques-
tion investigates the use of multi-objective approaches, which are designed to
find optimal trade-offs among multiple competing objectives. In particular,
we aim to assess whether simultaneously optimising measures of fairness and
semantic correctness allows us to reduce gender bias while preserving (and
possibly improving) semantic correctness:

RQ3. Multi-objective Optimisation: Are multi-objective
search-based approaches able to optimise word embeddings for
both gender bias and semantic correctness?

To answer this question, we investigate two widely-known approaches in
multi-objective search. The first, named Weighted Sum Method (WSM),
which consists of combining two or more objectives into a single fitness func-
tion, and using this function to guide single-objective search methods. In
particular, we use the same search methods investigated in RQs 1-2 (i.e.,
HC, TS, GA) guided by a weighted fitness function combining gender bias
and semantic correctness as per Equation 6, and experiment with 11 dif-
ferent weights (see Section 4.5). In the second approach, we examine the
simultaneous optimisation of multiple objectives based on the concept of
Pareto-optimality [69]. In particular, we use a popular multi-objective evo-
lutionary algorithm, namely NSGA-II [70], described in Section 4.5. We
investigate both approaches as the weighted sum method is generally quicker
to execute than the approaches based on Pareto-optimality. However, the
weighted fitness function needs to be designed carefully as the results may
depend on the weighted combination chosen. To answer RQ3, we benchmark
the effectiveness of multi-objective approaches with respect to both, the same
baselines and single-objective search algorithms used in RQs 1-2. Addition-
ally, we compare our approaches with two state-of-the-art bias mitigation
methods for word embeddings: Hard Debiasing (HD) by Bolukbasi et al. [20]
and Linear Projection (LP) by Dev and Phillips [29] as they are the most
representative and their implementation is publicly available.5 Moreover, in

5HD is the most used and well known de-bias method (with 1.4k cites), while
LP was subsequently proposed by Dev and Phillips aiming at reducing HD’s short-
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Measure (Dataset) W2V [24] HD [20] LP [29]

Semantic correctness (MEN) 0.77 0.77 0.77
Gender bias (W6) 1.25 0.75 1.10
Gender bias (W7) 0.47 0.10 0.48
Gender bias (W8) 0.54 0.09 0.50

Table 1: Semantic correctness and gender bias of the original pre-trained word embeddings
model W2V and its debiased version obtained by using the HD and LP state-of-the-art
methods for each of the dataset used in our study. Better solutions have higher values of
semantic correctness and lower values of gender bias.

Section 5.4, we provide information on the runtime and space complexity of
the search approaches.

4.2. Pre-trained Word Embedding Model

We investigate a popular and publicly available pre-trained word embed-
ding model (i.e., W2V [24]) which computes word embeddings based on local
context information. We use a W2V model trained on Google news articles6.
The Google news W2V model provides 300-dimensional word vectors with
continuous values, and contains word vectors of 3 million words in total. Ta-
ble 1 shows the semantic correctness and gender bias values achieved by the
original pre-trained W2V model as well as the values obtained by debiasing
it with the state-of-the-art methods HD [20] and LP [29], which are used as
a benchmark in our empirical study.

4.3. WEATs Data for Gender Bias

As explained in Section 3.4, in order to evaluate the gender bias of a word
embedding model, we define the bias fitness function based on WEATs [21],
as per Equation 3. The goal of WEATs is to determine whether there is
a difference between attribute words in regards to their similarity to target
words [21]. We use all the available WEATs pairs of target word sets and at-
tribute word sets related to gender as provided by Caliskan et al. [21]: WEAT
6 (W6) uses male and female target words with career and family attributes;

coming as described in our Related Work Section 2.3. HD is available at https:

//github.com/tolga-b/debiaswe and LP is available at https://github.com/sunipa/
Attenuating-Bias-in-Word-Vec

6https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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WEAT 7 (W7) and WEAT 8 (W8) both use male and female attributes, with
math and arts (W7), and science and arts (W8) target words.7 The target
(X, Y ) and attribute (A, B) words of WEAT 6, 7 and 8 are as follows:

WEAT 6:

X = {John, Paul, Mike, Kevin, Steve, Greg, Jeff, Bill}

Y = {Amy, Joan, Lisa, Sarah, Diana, Kate, Ann, Donna}

A = {executive, management, professional, corporation,

salary, office, business, career}

B = {home, parents, children, family, cousins, marriage,

wedding, relatives}

WEAT 7:

X = {math, algebra, geometry, calculus, equations,

computation, numbers, addition}

Y = {poetry, art, dance, literature, novel, symphony,

drama, sculpture}

A = {male, man, boy, brother, he, him, his, son}

B = {female, woman, girl, sister, she, her, hers, daughter}

WEAT 8:

X = {science, technology, physics, chemistry, Einstein,

NASA, experiment, astronomy}

Y = {poetry, art, Shakespeare, dance, literature, novel,

symphony, drama}

A = {brother, father, uncle, grandfather, son, he, his, him}

B = {sister, mother, aunt, grandmother, daughter, she, hers, her}

4.4. MEN Data for Semantic Correctness

We use the MEN dataset [32] to compute the semantic correctness with
the word similarity method [55, 67, 79, 80] after a careful analysis of the public
datasets available. Indeed, only two datasets in the literature (namely, MEN
and SimVerb-3500) have a predefined train-test split, however SimVerb-
3500 only contains verbs thus limiting its usage. The MEN dataset is also
one of the biggest in terms of number of word pairs. We use the version 0.2,

7WEATs contain 10 datasets [21]: seven concern different type of bias, while three
concern a range of topics, such as insects and flowers, which are not relevant to software
system fairness. Since our work focuses on gender bias, we used all the three WEATs
datasets relevant to gender [77, 78] in our analysis, and include them in our on-line ap-
pendix [33]. The remaining four datasets describe age and race bias, which can be explored
with multi-/many-objective approaches in future work.
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released on 30/04/2012.8 In the MEN dataset, the word pairs are denoted
in the format word1-wordtype word2-wordtype similarity, for example:
ivy-n plant-n 45.000000 is a word pair. We normalize similarity to a
range of [0, 1], as suggested in previous work [55].

4.5. Computational Search

In this section we describe the search-based algorithms investigated to
answer our research questions.

Random Search (RS) is usually the most naive search one could think
of for the problem at hand, and it is used to benchmark more advanced search
strategies [81]. In our study, RS generates solutions by adding random noise
vectors to the unit vector. We experiment with different levels of uniform
noise, ranging from 0.05−0.5 with a step size of 0.05, over 10, 000 repetitions.
As the results showed that a noise level of 0.05 achieves the best performance,
we set to this value the level of noise of an initial solution in our experiments.

Hill Climbing (HC) is a stochastic local search algorithm, which starts
with a random solution and evolves it by exploring one neighbour at time
created by using noise values (as described in Section 3.3). The current
solution is updated, at each iteration, only if the neighbour is considered
better/more accurate [69], otherwise the search stops. We experiment HC
with levels of noise between 0.02− 0.2 with a step size of 0.02 and the best
results were found with a noise level of 0.14.

Tabu Search (TS) is a heuristic search algorithm that can be used
to augment other heuristics [82]. It starts from a randomly created so-
lution, and it explores a set of neighbours at each iteration. The cur-
rent solution is update only if a better one is found, and the search ends
when a stopping criterion is met (e.g., a maximum number of iterations
is reached). TS also makes use of a Tabu List containing solutions that
should not be explored by the search algorithm in subsequent iterations. TS
uses the same noise values as RS and HC to create a neighbouring solu-
tion (Section 3.3). We experiment TS with different levels of noise (between
0.02−0.2 with a step size of 0.02 as done for HC) and different Tabu List sizes
(namely {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150}). We observe that the best performance

8MEN is publicly available at https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/e.bruni/MEN. The W2V
model does not contain the words {colour, grey, harbour, theatre}, so we used
{color, gray, harbor, theater} to maintain the same dataset size [55].
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is achieved with a noise level of 0.14 and a Tabu List size of 150. These
values are therefore used for neighbor creation in our experiments.

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a global search technique inspired by the
Darwinian theory of evolution [83]. At each generation, GA applies opera-
tors such as crossover and mutation which allows it to combine and exchange
characteristics of selected solutions [84]. GA mimics the natural selection
procedure whereby fitter solutions have a higher chance of being selected
and passed on to the subsequent generations based on the fitness function
which guides the search procedure. We use Tournament Selection [85] with
s = 5 in all GA experiments. We also investigate the following GA set-
tings: (1) Crossover: One-point vs. two-point with a crossover probability
of {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} and mutation probability of {0, 0.1}; (2) Mutation: 4
neighbor creation methods (Section 3.3) with a mutation probability of 0.1
and 0.2; (3) Population: Size of {50, 100, 200} with {200, 100, 50} generations
respectively. The final setting we used to answer our RQs consists of a GA
with a population size of 50, a two-point crossover with 0.6 probability, noise
vectors with a probability of 0.2 for mutation, and no fitness re-computation
of unchanged individuals.

Weighted Sum Multi-objective Algorithm (WSM) is the multi-
objective version of the techniques described above (i.e., HC, TS and GA)
obtained by using the Weighted Sum method, as explained in Section 3.5,
with the following set of weights W for the bias component of the function
denoted by Equation 6: W= 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,
80%, 90%.

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [70]
is a well-known Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm based on Pareto-
optimality. NSGA-II can be considered as an extension of GAs for multiple
objective function optimisation, and we use it as an example to investigate
the potential benefits of multi-objective algorithms over single objective ap-
proaches, such as WSM. The fitness of an individual is determined for each
objective and they are ranked based on Pareto-fronts and crowding distance.
In our study, NSGA-II applies the same settings as GA.

All the above search-based approaches scale based on the number of
cosine-similarity comparisons for word pairs when measuring fitness (i.e.,
semantic correctness and bias): This is directly dependent on the size and
number of training sets as well as the dimensionality of the word embeddings.

To account for randomness in stochastic search, we perform 100 indepen-
dent repetitions of each experiment. Each experiment is limited to 10, 000
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Search Algorithm Parameters

Random Search
- Mutation operator: Noise vector
- Level of noise: 0.05

Hill Climbing
- Mutation operator: Noise value
- Level of noise: 0.14

Tabu Search
- Mutation operator: Noise value
- Level of noise: 0.4
- Tabu list size: 150

GA

- Population size: 50
- Selection: Tournament selection of size 5
- Crossover probability: 0.6
- Crossover type - Two-point crossover
- Mutation probability - 0.2
- Mutation operator - Noise vector
- Level of nose - 0.05

NSGA-II

- Population size: 50
- Selection: Tournament selection of size 5
- Crossover probability: 1.0
- Crossover type - Two-point crossover
- Mutation probability - 0.2
- Mutation operator - Noise vector
- Level of nose - 0.05

Table 2: Parameter settings of the search algorithms.

fitness evaluations and the average results achieved across multiple runs are
reported. The parameters of HC, TS, GA and NSGA-II are tuned on the
MEN dataset, which is common to all experiments. Table 2 summarises the
parameter settings for each of the approaches.

4.6. Validation and Evaluation Criteria

In order to validate the effectiveness of search-based approaches to opti-
mise gender bias, we use W6, W7 and W8 in turn as training set, and each
of the remaining two as a test set (e.g., we train each of the search-based
approaches on W6 and test their effectiveness on W7 and W8, separately).
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Therefore, each search method is evaluated on six different, train-test com-
binations.

The performance of each search method on each of the test sets is il-
lustrated with boxplots. We also use statistical significance tests to assess
differences in the performance of the algorithms. Since many of the sam-
ples come from non-normally distributed populations, we use the Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test [86], which is a non-parametric test that makes no assump-
tions about underlying data distributions. We set the confidence limit, α,
at 0.05 and apply the standard Bonferroni correction (α/K, where K is the
number of hypotheses) when multiple hypotheses are tested. In particular,
depending on the RQ, we test the following null hypothesis:
(RQ1) H0: The gender bias achieved by approachx is not lower than the
one achieved by approachy. The alternative hypothesis is as follows: H1:
The gender bias achieved by approachx is lower than the one achieved by
approachy.
(RQ2) H0: The semantic correctness achieved by approachx is lower than
the one achieved by approachy. The alternative hypothesis is as follows: H1:
The semantic correctness achieved by approachx is not lower than the one
achieved by approachy.

We summarise the results of the Wilcoxon tests by using the following
win-tie-loss procedure [72, 87, 88]: We count the number of times an approach
scored a p–value<0.01 (win), p–value>0.99 (loss), and 0.01≤ p–value ≥0.99
(tie).

We also used the Vargha Delaney’s Â12 standardised non-parametric ef-
fect size measure in order to verify whether any statistical significant dif-
ference is worthy of practical interest [89]. Â12 is computed based on the
following formula Â12 = (R1/m − (m + 1)/2)/n, where R1 is the rank sum
of the first data group we are comparing, and m and n are the number of
observations in the first and second data sample, respectively. If the two
algorithms are equivalent, then Â12 = 0.5. Respectively, an Â12 higher than
0.5 denotes that the first algorithm is more likely to produce better results.
We consider an effect size Â12 ≥ 0.72 as large, 0.64 < Â12 < 0.72 as medium,
and 0.56 < Â12 ≤ 0.64 as small, although these thresholds are not defini-
tive [71]. Since we are interested in any improvement, no transformation is
performed on the Â12 [90].

To answer RQ3, we use a graphical comparison of the results achieved by
NSGA-II, WSM (i.e., HCWSM , TSWSM , GAWSM), single-objective search
methods and the state-of-the-art approaches HD and LP, both in terms of
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correctness and fairness. Indeed, we need to quantify the overall quality
of prediction models with respect to both objectives at the same time, as
analysing the solutions looking only at one objective at time does not give
us information about the trade-off between these two competing objectives
[91]. Therefore, we use scatter plots to visualise and compare the results of
these methods by showing their non-dominated solutions in terms of gender
bias and semantic correctness. This allows us to assess the overall qual-
ity of word embedding models based on the trade-off achieved by the two
equally important objectives of fairness and correctness, as recommended in
the literature [72, 91, 92, 93].

4.7. Threats to Validity

As in any empirical study, we cannot claim that our results apply to
any other subject and technique but those investigated herein. However, we
strove to provide a detailed explanation of our approach and the experimen-
tal design in order for other researchers to verify, replicate and extend our
work. Moreover, and to further facilitate this, we make our scripts and data
publicly available [33]. We investigate the effectiveness of our proposal for
one of the most popular word embedding models (i.e., W2V pre-trained on
Google News). Other models (e.g.,GloVe [25] and fastText [64]) as well
as other training corpora (e.g., GloVe models pre-trained on Twitter data
or Wikipedia articles) could have been investigated. However, as our focus
lies on evaluating our adaptation approach and not the best word embed-
ding approach, we decided to use one of the most popular models pre-trained
on a supposedly objective domain such as news articles. This model is also
publicly available and widely used in previous work. The search algorithms
we investigated may perform differently with other settings, however, to mit-
igate this threat we experimented with a wide variety of settings for each
approach on a common dataset to identify the best combination for each of
the algorithms, so to tune each of them to their best, as detailed in Section
4.5. In order to mitigate possible bias arising from the randomness of stochas-
tic searches, we perform 100 independent repetitions of each experiment and
use both statistical significance tests and effect size to analyse the results.
We carefully apply the statistical tests, verifying all the required assumptions
(e.g., we applied non-parametric tests as we cannot assume a normal distri-
bution of the data) and corrected for multiple hypotheses statistical testing,
to reinforce the conclusion validity of our study.
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5. Empirical Study Results

This section presents the results we gathered in our empirical study to
answer the research questions presented in Section 4.

(a) W2V - Tested on W6 (b) W2V - Tested on W7 (c) W2V - Tested on W8

Figure 1: RQ1: Boxplots of gender bias values (the lower the better) achieved by the
single-objective search algorithms (HC, TS, GA) and RS over 100 runs. The dashed (red)
line indicates the gender bias value of the original pre-trained model baseline.

5.1. RQ1: Single-Objective Optimisation

Figure 1 shows the boxplots of the gender bias values achieved by each
of the single-objective search algorithms (i.e., HC, TS, GA) and RS on the
test sets over 100 runs. Each of the algorithms is denoted with the training
set used to train for bias (e.g., HCW7 denotes that HC has been trained on
W7). Figure 1 also shows the performance of the baseline pre-trained orig-
inal models W2V (i.e., Base), denoted by a dashed line. We can observe
that search-based methods are able to reduce gender bias and provide better
results than both RS and the pre-trained original models in 67% of the cases
considered (more details in Table 3). Figure 1 also shows consistency among
the performance of the search-based approaches with respect to the test set.
Specifically, all search-based approaches trained on either W7 or W8 out-
perform the original baseline models and RS, in all cases considered. While,
when we train them on W6, GA is the only approach able to build debiased
models achieving better results than the baseline and RS for W7 (Figure 1:
b) and similar ones for the W8 test set (Figure 1: c). This suggests that
local search techniques, such as HC and TS, might overfit on W6, given that
they are more prone to get stuck in local optima than global search-based
approaches like GA. On the other hand, all search-based approaches out-
perform both benchmarks when trained on W7 and tested on W8 (Figure
1: c) and vice versa (Figure 1: b). Overall, we observe that a lower bias is
achieved when the search-based approaches are trained and tested on more
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similar datasets (i.e., W7 and W8 have common attribute and target words).
However, even when the training and testing data are more dissimilar (i.e.,
W6 and W7, W8), the search-based approaches are still able to reduce the
bias present in the original pre-trained models. As shown in Figure 1: a,
when trained on each of W7 and W8, and tested on W6, all search-based
models obtain lower bias values than those produced by both, Base and RS.

Table 3 summarises the results of the Wilcoxon Test comparing each of
the approaches listed in the columns with those listed in the rows, for all pairs
of train and test sets, in the form of win-tie-loss, as outlined in Section 4.6. It
also reports the results of the Â12 statistic measure for all pair comparisons
where a win is observed. We observe that RS and Base have the poorest
performance (lowest number of wins) among all methods considered and
that there is no difference in their performance. On the other hand, GA
achieves statistically significantly better performance than Base in 67% of
the cases, and never worse in the others. HC and TS also outperform Base,
with statistical significance, on 67% (of the cases each and lose in 17% of the
cases. The same observation can be made when comparing the approaches
with RS. The performance of HC and TS is very similar; indeed when both
approaches are compared, they obtain ties in all cases. However, they tend
to perform similarly (42% of the cases) or worse (42% of the cases) than GA
in the majority of the cases, with only 17% (2 out of 12) of the cases being
better. Overall, GA is the best performing algorithm for word embedding
models achieving wins on 54% of the cases (13 out of 24) with 46% of them
having large effect sizes, 23% having medium and 31% having small ones.

Figure 2 provides an example of the bias mitigation behaviour of our
approach by showing the vectors before optimisation (i.e., from the original
pre-trained model), and after optimisation.9 In this example, we use W6 as
a training set, as it exhibits the highest degree of bias for W2V, and Tabu
Search for optimisation, as it shows the lowest degree of bias for W6. We can
observe that the male and female terms are clearly separated after performing
the optimisation procedure with Tabu Search. A clear separation of gendered
terms is in line with WEAT tests, as long as the distance to neutral words
is comparable.

9To this end we follow the procedure of Gonen and Goldberg [59], who used tSNE [94]
to visualise 1000 word embeddings (i.e., the 500 most female-biased and 500 most male-
biased terms) in two dimensions.
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(a) Original. (b) Optimised.

Figure 2: RQ1: Visualization of bias mitigation effectiveness with tSNE. (a) shows the
most male-biased and female-biased vectors of the original, pre-trained W2V model; (b)
shows vectors after optimisation obtained using Tabu Search with WEAT 6 as a training
set.

Base RS HC TS GA

Base - 0-3-0 4-1-1 4-1-1 4-2-0
RS 0-3-0 - 4-1-1 4-1-1 4-2-0
HC 1-1-4 1-1-4 - 0-6-0 3-2-1
TS 1-1-4 1-1-4 0-6-0 - 2-3-1
GA 0-2-4 0-2-4 1-2-3 1-3-2 -

Total 2-7-12 2-7-12 9-10-5 9-11-4 13-9-2

A12 0/1/1 0/1/1 9/0/0 9/0/0 6/3/4

Table 3: RQ1: Win-tie-loss summary of the Wilcoxon tests comparing gender bias achieved
by each pair of methods (columns vs. rows) on all test sets. The last row shows the Â12

effect size (large/med/small) of the total wins achieved by a given method.

Answer to RQ1: Local and global search techniques are able to reduce
gender bias in word embeddings by producing, on average, models with
significantly less bias than the original pre-trained ones in 67% of the
cases. GA is the best performing approach as it always generates word
embeddings having a statistically significantly lower or similar gender bias
than those generated by the two benchmarks (i.e., Base and RS) with
large effect size in 46% of the cases, and produces similar or statistically
significant better results than HC and TS in 83% of the cases, while being
worse in only 17%.

5.2. RQ2: Detrimental Effects

Table 4 shows the mean semantic correctness values achieved by the word
embedding models built by HC, TS and GA using gender bias as fitness func-
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Semantic Correct. p-value (Â12)

Base 0.77 n.a.

HCW6 0.74 0.00 (1.00)
TSW6 0.74 0.00 (1.00)
GAW6 0.76 0.00 (1.00)

HCW7 0.75 0.00 (1.00)
TSW7 0.75 0.00 (1.00)
GAW7 0.77 0.00 (0.90)

HCW8 0.71 0.00 (1.00)
TSW8 0.71 0.00 (1.00)
GAW8 0.76 0.00 (1.00)

Table 4: RQ2. Semantic correctness achieved by the original word embeddings (Base) and
the search methods HC, TS, and GA (mean values over 100 runs) using a single-objective
fitness function based on gender bias. The Wilcoxon test and effect sizes results with
respect to Base are also shown.

tion over 100 runs, and the semantic correctness values of the original word
embedding model (i.e., Base). It also reports the p-values of the Wilcoxon
test along with the Â12 statistic measure obtained when comparing the per-
formance of each search-based approach with that of Base. We can observe
that the mean semantic correctness achieved by all the search algorithms are
lower than the ones achieved by Base in 89% of all cases studied (8 out of 9),
highlighting a detrimental effect. The Wilcoxon Test and Â12 results also
support this observation as they show that the difference in performance be-
tween Base and the search-based approaches is always statistically significant
in favour of the latter with the effect size being large in all cases. Among
the three search approaches (HC, TS, GA), GA has the best semantic cor-
rectness independent of the WEAT training set. Therefore, it is interesting
to evaluate search approaches in a multi-objective setting which takes both
semantic correctness and fairness into account during the optimisation pro-
cedure.

Answer to RQ2: Using single-objective search that minimises word em-
bedding gender bias statistically significantly reduces their semantic cor-
rectness. This detrimental effect is observed for all single-objective search-
based approaches.
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5.3. RQ3: Multi-objective Optimisation

RQ3 investigates whether the use of multi-objective optimisation (either
based on the WSM or Pareto-optimality approach) allows us to avoid the
detrimental effect observed on semantic correctness in RQ2, and therefore to
improve both semantic correctness and bias of word embedding models at
the same time.

In Figure 3, we graphically compare the trade-off between semantic cor-
rectness and bias, achieved by all non-dominated solutions obtained across all
approaches considered, i.e., NSGA-II, WSM, and single-objective algorithms.
Additionally, we display the results achieved by Base and the state-of-the-art
HD and LD. Note that in the graphs, we invert the x-axis (bias) to facilitate
the interpretation and analysis of the results. Therefore, in order for a solu-
tion to dominate another it should be displayed above it (meaning it achieves
a better semantic correctness) and to the right of it (meaning it achieves a
better fairness).10

As it can be seen from Figure 3, the solutions produced by multi-objective
search (either NSGA-II, or WSM for HC, TS and GA) dominate the Base
solution for all cases considered, thus providing a better correctness-fairness
trade-off. Moreover, none of the single-objective approaches explored in RQs
1-2 produce Pareto-optimal solutions when compared to the solutions pro-
duced by NSGAII and WSM, i.e., the solutions produced by single-objective
approaches are all outperformed (dominated) by the solutions provided by
multi-objective approaches. This signifies that both Base solution and single-
objective produced solutions are always dominated by at least one of the
two multi-objective approaches we explored, and reveals that using multi-
objective approaches is the best way to achieve an optimal trade-off between
fairness and semantic correctness.

If we focus our analysis on determining whether there is a best performing
multi-objective approach, the answer seems to be in favour of NSGA-II, at
least from a purely quantitative point of view. Indeed, this algorithm is
almost always able to provide a non-dominated solution for each pair of train
and test set we investigated (i.e., there is an NSGA-II solution for 6 out of
the 6 graphs shown in Figure 3), even when WSM is not able to produce one

10In the literature, quality indicators have been used to quantify the quality of trade-offs
achieved by algorithms and their Pareto-front, when dealing with multiple objectives [91].
An evaluation of the algorithms with respect to such Pareto-front quality indicators can
be found in our online repository [33].
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(a) Train W7 - Test W6 (b) Train W8 - Test W6

(c) Train W6 - Test W7 (d) Train W8 - Test W7

(e) Train W6 - Test W8 (f) Train W7 - Test W8

Figure 3: RQ3: Bias and semantic correctness achieved by the Base original word embed-
ding model, NSGA-II (circle) and WSM (filled markers), and the state-of-the-art HD and
LP.
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(see Figure 3: d). These result are in line with those by Chen and Li [95],
who showed that Pareto search is preferred over weighted search for problems
in the Search-Based Software Engineering domain.

From a more qualitative perspective, we observe that when an engineer
is interested in optimising fairness while making sure accuracy does not de-
teriorate, their natural choice should be NSGA-II, since it is able to strictly
dominate Base for every test set. On the other hand, if an engineer is willing
to sacrifice semantic correctness for fairness in the design of word embedding
models, then WSM might be a better choice given that in four out of the six
cases (67%), they produce solutions with the highest fairness albeit at the
cost of correctness.

Benchmarking our approach against the state-of-the-art, HD [20] and
LP [29], reveals that our approach always generates word embeddings with a
higher semantic correctness than those achieved by HD and LP, and a higher
fairness (i.e., lower bias) than HD and LP in 33% and 100% of the cases,
respectively. This shows that our approach offers a valuable alternative for
practitioners that are interested in improving both semantic correctness and
fairness.

Answer to RQ3: Multi-objective optimisation methods are able to avoid
the detrimental effect encountered when using single-objective methods
(RQ2), by reducing bias and improving semantic correctness at the same
time. While both, WSM and NSGA-II, always provide at least one solution
which dominates the original pre-trained word embedding models, NSGA-
II might be preferable when the semantic correctness of the models needs
to be guaranteed, while WSM is preferable when one wants to optimise
word embeddings for fairness albeit sacrificing some correctness.

5.4. Complexity Analysis

In addition to investigating the effectiveness of our search approaches to
achieve improvement in semantic correctness and fairness, we investigated
their runtime. This is important to assess whether improving existing word
embeddings is more efficient than training a new model from scratch.

Table 5 shows the runtime of each search approach, averaged over 100
repetitions. While no exact measurements are provided on how much effort
was required to train the W2V model on news articles, a blog post states
that it required “about 9 hours on multi-core machine”, without further
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Search Algorithm Runtime in s Standard deviation

F
ai
rn
es
s Hill Climbing 35 0.2

Tabu Search 35 0.4
GA 35 0.4

S
em

an
ti
c Hill Climbing 264 1.1

Tabu Search 277 4.8
GA 284 2.7

M
u
lt
ip
le Hill Climbing 304 1.0

Tabu Search 300 1.1
GA 293 1.1
NSGA-II 299 2.6

Table 5: Runtime in seconds of the search approaches for single objectives (semantic
correctness, fairness) and multiple objectives (semantic correctness and fairness combined).
Averages over 100 repetitions are shown.

details on processing power.11 In contrast, our approaches, given the limit
of 10, 000 fitness evaluations, require 5 minutes or less when optimising for
semantic correctness, and only 35 seconds when optimising for fairness. Our
experiments were performed on a SGE v8.1.9 grid system with nodes using
Intel Skylake CPUs with 3.5GHz frequency and up to 3TB of RAM, whereas
our experiments require less than 4GB.

The runtime of the search procedure is not dependent on the pre-trained
word embedding size, but only on the size of the training sets (i.e., the
number of cosine-similarity comparisons performed). The MEN training set
performs 2, 000 comparisons; each of the three WEAT test sets performs 128
comparisons.

The space complexity of the search procedure is solely depending on the
number of unique words considered in the training sets, and overhead in-
curred by using the different search algorithms. Therefore, our optimisation
is independent of the size of the pre-trained word embedding model under
investigation.

11https://groups.google.com/g/word2vec-toolkit/c/lxbl_MB29Ic/m/

NDLGId3KPNEJ
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have investigated the effectiveness of local and global
search techniques to optimise pre-trained word embedding models for a single
objective (i.e., gender bias) and multiple objectives (i.e., semantic correct-
ness and gender bias simultaneously). We found that single-objective search
techniques (local and global) can be used to reduce gender bias of word em-
bedding models. Among those, GA is the best performing technique overall,
while HC and TS tend to perform similarly to one another. However, our
findings also show that optimising bias solely comes at the cost of sacrificing
semantic correctness. In fact, we observe that all search-based approaches
achieve lower semantic correctness than the baselines (i.e., Base and RS)
when guided by a single-objective function optimising bias. This prompts
the need for approaches that can optimise both, bias and semantic correct-
ness, at the same time. We therefore investigate the application of such
multi-objective search-based approaches (either based on the weighted sum
approach or on Pareto-optimality). Our results show that multi-objective
search is able to reduce gender bias and at the same time improve their
semantic correctness. We also observe that NSGA-II is able to provide a
non-dominated solution for all six test sets, therefore providing word embed-
dings with a higher semantic correctness and fairness than the Base model.
If fairness improvements are prioritized, WSM are preferable, as they achieve
a higher fairness than NSGA-II in four out of six cases albeit at the cost of
correctness. Additionally, our approach is able to create word embeddings of
higher semantic correctness than two state-of-the-art techniques in all cases,
while also achieving a higher degree of fairness in 67% of the cases.

Our proposed multi-objective approach enables the engineers to explore
the trade-offs between two important competing objectives (accuracy and
fairness) among a rich set of equally viable solutions to the problem at hand,
while previous work only offered the engineer a single proposed solution,
which is not realistic when they face problems constituted of competing
goals [72, 96].

This opens up a rich agenda of future work. In addition to investigating
other pre-trained word embedding models and semantic evaluation measures,
future work can investigate the effectiveness of our proposal to tackle addi-
tional fairness aspects, such as race and age. This can be achieved by investi-
gating multi-objective algorithms as well as many-objective ones to optimise
more than one fairness aspect at the same time. Besides, our proposed ap-
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proach can be easily extended to work with specific language models. In the
context of software systems, a fairness metric that is able to access the usage
of the language model within the software (e.g., for search queries) can be
derived. Given this metric, our multi-objective approach can then be used
to optimise both, fairness and the performance of the software system.

Moreover, as our approach focuses on measuring intrinsic biases of word
embedding models (i.e., bias residing in the embedding vectors) [97, 98], an
interesting avenue of future work are extrinsic (i.e., downstream) tasks to de-
termine the fairness of word embedding models (e.g., co-reference resolution
or hate speech detection).
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